WONDERLAND
This is about the advanced challenges that we face in our deepening relationship with
Reality, and covers clarity of focus, thinking bigger, and expanding your imagination.

PROBLEMS & CHALLENGES
Getting clarity on what you want to create co-creatively
•

See deeper meaning and greater alignment with Reality

•

Thinking bigger – what more is possible?

•

“How far can I take this?”

•

“What does my best really look like?”

How do you expand your imagination?
•

How original are your ideas?

•

Can you dream up something not yet seen?

•

How do you stretch your imagination?

Note
One very big issue is that you need to embrace the possibilities of this advanced stage
even at the beginning of this journey. Refusal and resistance to this will cause you to get
stuck in the early stages of the journey.

SOLUTIONS
Focus more deeply on progressing from individual level creation to co-creation
[with Reality]
•

One of the traps at this phase is seeing people who are more advanced and
comparing yourself with them and feeling discouraged and inadequate.

•

Reality will keep bring these people into your life as an invitation to you “to step up”.

•

See these people as mentors put there by Reality.

Connect with people – co-operate with people – collaborate with people
•

Seek out people who scare you – see them as mentors.

•

Don’t just say “Yes” to “easy” friends, but say yes to people who frighten you.

How do you define a full match vs. a partial match?
•

You keep seeing partial matches and wondering why you don’t get full matches – but
closer examination shows that these matches contain all that you really need – thus
what is “missing” you may have thought you wanted, but you don’t really need it.

•

The keys to this are [a] following your intuition, and [b] trust.
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•

Focus on finding the full matches within the partial matches by focusing on those you
trust.

•

Focus on mutual trust with people [as well as Reality] - people you can really, really
trust and who will care for you and empower you.

•

You may not always feel 100% compatible with these people, you may not always
like these people, they may irritate you and get on your nerves – BUT you can trust
them.

•

I business it’s not always about the product or service – it’s about people, our
alignment and our trust.

How do you create the kind of character you would love to become?
•

Whatever it is that frightens you is what you have to work on.

•

Ask: “Where does my story want to go?” [Ask as if it had a life of its own.]

•

How is your “Hero’s Journey” developing?

•

Are your intentions aligned with your “Hero’s Journey”?

•

Your life story is something you co-create with Reality.

•

Envision possibilities you have never thought of.

•

Imagination needs to stretch beyond memory.

Note
•

Creativity and Trust are inextricably inter-related.

•

The more you trust – the more creative you can become.

